INTRODUCING THE HIGH DUMP REFUSE REMOVAL CARRYALL 700
Refuse removal is an important function on resorts, campuses, government and medical sites and many other operations. To keep your crews hustling, you need vehicles designed especially for that application. But that doesn’t mean you need a truck. Club Car’s Carryall 700 High Dump Refuse Removal Vehicle does the work of a small truck at a fraction of the cost.

The vehicle is carefully configured with task-speeding accessories based on buying patterns of customers like you. Those include:

- **A**: High dump hopper
- **B**: Sturdy plastic waste hauler for above-ground dumpsters
- **C**: Electric bed lift with hydraulic actuator to lift and empty hauler
- **D**: Tail lights, brake lights and horn
- **E**: Hinged windshield and canopy
- **F**: Heavy-duty two-inch receiver
- **G**: Reflector package
- **H**: Rear-mounted reflective triangle
- **I**: Rear fender guard
- **J**: 12-volt USB port for charging electronic
- **K**: Locking glovebox
- **L**: Differential guard
- **M**: Driver- and passenger-side mirror

**Electric Model Only**

- **N**: Extended-range batteries
- **O**: Single-point watering system

For other configurations, ask your local Authorized Club Car Dealer about our Custom Solutions Department.

**A DURABLE FRAME. GASOLINE OR ELECTRIC POWERTRAINS.**

The vehicle is built on our exclusive rustproof aluminum frame that withstands water, fertilizer, salt and chemicals found on resorts, college campuses and other sites.

The gasoline model features a 14-hp-rated single-cylinder overhead cam engine with electronic fuel injection that gets up to twice the mileage of some competitive vehicles, yet delivers superior power and torque.

The electric model is powered by a 48-volt battery pack and 500-amp DC motor controller. The smart onboard charger with reel retractor allows for easy charging and prevents common user errors.

The vehicle comes standard with dark gray bodies and gray seats. Premium colors are also available.

Visit [www.clubcardealer.com](http://www.clubcardealer.com) to find your local Authorized Club Car Dealer and learn more.